Sotetsu Fresa Inn is providing Internet environment by {wired LAN} and {Wi-Fi (wireless LAN)} in all guest rooms, lobby, breakfast lounge, so you can use comfortable Free Internet connection in the hotel.

{Wired LAN} is available by only connecting a LAN cable.

{Wi-Fi} is available by inputting a password (security cord).

### Available terminals

- **{wired LAN}**
  - PC with a built-in LAN adapter

- **{Wi-Fi}**
  - PC with a built-in wireless LAN (Wi-Fi standard) adapter
  - PC being equipped with the OS versions after Mac OS X or Windows XP
  - iPhone, iPad, and other devices for wireless LAN (Wi-Fi standard)
  - Smartphone and other Android devices for the wireless LAN (Wi-Fi standard)

### Standards of LAN connection environment

- **{wired LAN}**
  - The up to 100Mbps optical fiber use.

- **{Wi-Fi}**
  - Based on a standard of IEEE802.11n/b/g
  - Several terminals can be connected to the wireless LAN at the same time.
  - At the net access point, inputting the password is required.
  - Please ask the password to the hotel staff.

### Internet Usage Policy

Internet connection service is provided simply as a part of further services to our guests, but we do not guarantee 100% Internet environment.

- We basically provide always-on connection environment, but we cannot compensate for any inconveniences such as the connection speed decline or the connection shut-down that might occur depending on the situation of the guests’ computers, the congestion or any trouble of the network.

- We cannot support any technical setting and connection environment about the guests’ PCs and other terminals.

- The hotel Internet system that the guests are using is an unsecured network. Please use appropriate security measures to protect PCs and terminals by your own responsibility.

- We make no warranty of any kind of damage like viral infection through your operation, a transmission being intercepted, a leak out or disappearance of the information, any other damage derived of injustice access, web impersonation, malfunction of your PC.

- Refrain from the following: mass data transmission, a long-term continuation usage, or other injustices connection to affect the hotel internal system. When we discover such usage above, we reserve the right to refuse or terminate the Internet connection service without informing the guests.

- Due to the security reason, we cannot answer for an inquiry about the system information regarding hotel Internet connection, including the IP address.

- Please be aware that we stop the Internet connection service without a notice, for the reason of malfunctions of the facility and a network, some kind of obstacle in the provider, and so on.